
1. Make better business decisions 
With improved reporting in Opera 3, you can make better 
business decisions. Run multiple reports at the same time 
so you can now easily compare information from one 
report with the next. 

2. Reporting output direct to Excel 
Need to do more data manipulation? Now you can with 
many Opera 3 reports outputting to Microsoft Excel, 
including the Reporter application. Spend more time 
analysing and waste less time in report preparation.

3. Improved Graphs and Charting 
Charting facilities are now included as standard within 
reporting tools such as view screens and dashboards – 
enabling users to quickly and easily understand current 
performance.

4. Enjoy a new user experience 
Opera 3 has a brand new user interface with a bright, fresh 
look and feel. The introduction of ribbon bar navigation 
and custom designed icons makes the user experience 
better – and more similar to the tools they already use 
each day; Microsoft Office and Microsoft Outlook.

5. Run business critical tasks at a convenient time 
The new Scheduler application allows you to run some 
of your Opera 3 tasks at a time that suits you. Schedule 
tasks such as period ends, system back up and tidy system 
files to run overnight or over the weekend so you do not 
disrupt the day to day running of your business.

6. Correct mistakes and keep track of them 
No one is perfect and we all make mistakes. You can 
now correct errors easily with the fully auditable Rectify 
Nominal Journal facility. A complete Nominal Journal may 
be re-posted to the correct Nominal Period, or individual 
lines can be amended and re-analysed to an alternative 
Nominal Account, with access to the 2 additional Nominal 
analysis codes included as standard in Opera 3.

7. Submit your VAT Returns online direct from Opera 3 
With the new VAT 100 online filing functionality within 
the Online Filing Manager, you can now submit your VAT 
Return online quickly and easily, direct from Opera 3. 
There’s less room for error and you’ll have peace of mind. 
What’s more, it’s been successfully tested and authorised 
by HMRC.

8. Stay in the know with the Opera 3 Info Centre 
We’ve designed a brand new website just for the Opera 
3 user. This is a resource centre for your Opera 3 solution, 
with everything you need to know at your fingertips. 
What’s coming soon? Are there any special offers 
available? Get to know your solution better with Opera 3 
Top Tips.

15 Reasons to Move to Pegasus Opera 3

As an existing Pegasus customer, Opera 3 is here to make your work life easier.  Improve your business 
insight for smarter decision making with better reporting. Drive greater efficiency with additional 
functionality in Financials, Supply Chain Management, CRM and Payroll. Work more effectively with a 
more familiar Microsoft look and feel as well as full integration with Microsoft Office 365.
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9. Get more help and work smarter 
The Opera 3 Help has been restructured and significantly 
enhanced to make adapting to your new solution easy. 
It now includes a ‘What’s New’ section and a ‘How To’ 
section. Each form has a Help button that opens the Help 
topic relevant to that form, so you don’t have to wade 
through mountains of information. Most Help topics 
include a Related Topics Help button. 

10.	 Have	more	flexibility	in	Financials 
The Open Period Accounting facility gives you the 
option of keeping the Nominal Ledger open for posting 
transactions in the previous, current and up to the next 
three financial years.  This makes the Nominal Ledger a far 
more powerful and flexible tool in which to process your 
financial data.

11. Enjoy better security for peace of mind 
With the introduction of password expiry in Opera 3, the 
potential for abuse of compromised passwords is limited 
to a specific period of time. When passwords are used, the 
number of days can be defined after which the user must 
change their password. Reduce your risk and keep your 
data safe.

12. Work faster and more easily 
Now with double click processing, you can have instant 
access to any notes or documents attached to an Account 
or transaction. This saves you lots of time searching and 
gives you the information you need at your fingertips. 
When you see the icon displayed, just double click.  Plus, 
the mouse wheel navigation lets you scroll through your 
records with speed and makes it easy for users to find the 
record they need.

13. Landed Costs 
Opera 3 includes functionality in Supply Chain 
Management to improve the costing and accountability 
when purchasing stock, particularly from overseas 
suppliers. Landed Costs are the additional costs incurred 
in getting goods you purchase from your supplier to your 
premises. The total cost of a landed shipment includes the 
purchase price of the goods, but can also include freight 
costs, insurance, warehousing and other costs. In some 
instances, it may include customs duties and other taxes 
that may be levied on a shipment.

14. Self Service Payslips 
Self Service Payslips save time for administrative/ 
payroll staff. With secure, controlled access staff can view 
their own payslips – for both the current, and previous, 
period(s).

15. Market leading CRM capabilities in a single, 
integrated solution 
Opera 3 sees the addition of over 60 enhancements in 
CRM (previously known as Sales Pipeline Management) 
that then delivers market leading CRM capabilities in a 
single, integrated Opera solution.

Contact us
To discuss Pegasus Opera 3 in more detail, or learn  
more about Technology Management:

Call:  01902 578300
Email:  hello@tecman.co.uk
Visit:  www.tecman.co.uk 

With Average Debtors Day 
calculation per customer, Opera 3 
helps you manage aged debt for  
a realistic revenue forecast.

Opera 3 CRM integrates fully 
with Financials and Supply Chain 
applications and can also be 
accessed by remote workers.
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